MANU’s aim is to strive to be able to meet and exceed our customer’s expectations. Customer delight is our
mission and concern for the environment is our first priority.
MANU is committed to manufacture best in class and
global quality products which are accurate and precise,
with economical cost, in sustainable and socially
responsible manner.
Our core values against which we measure ourselves in
the way we do business on a day-to-day basis are

**Integrity**
- Do what is right without compromise.
- We say what we mean and do what we say. We act
  with unconditional honesty, respect, and courtesy at
  all times.

**Partnership**
- Relationships – We build trusted relationships with
  our customers, suppliers, and each other. We are
  responsive, transparent, open, and committed to our
  teammate’s success.
- Alignment – We share a common goal and succeed as
  a team.

**Can-Do Attitude**
- Attitude & Accountability – We expect a “can-do”
  attitude from ourselves. We believe in accepting
  responsibility and the consequences, and taking
  ownership while embracing common goals, teamwork,
  and collaborative decision-making.
- Empowerment – Everyone has the responsibility and
  authority to do their job effectively and is encouraged
  to suggest a better way.

**Quality**
- Quality is best measured with a view outward to the
  customer, inward to employees, and cross functionally
  within the organization.
- At MANU, it denotes a commitment to excellence and
  superior outcomes and is reflected in our products,
  services, employees, and business practices.

**Innovation**
- We encourage creativity and embrace new ideas in all
  aspects of our work without judgment or criticism.
- We reflect on everything we do and improve every day.

**the company**

Manu Yontrakaya (P) Ltd was established in
1986 for initially manufacturing gasket for spark
plugs at Jaipur. In 1989, we started
manufacturing semi-finished Ball Bearing Cages
for NEI & within a span of two years, we were
manufacturing finished Ball Bearing Cages for NEI.
Soon we started manufacturing “Turned Races” of
ball bearing for FAG and NEI. The year was 1993.

We then developed Ball Bearing Dust Shield and
started supplying them to FAG. Soon we had
setup press lines from Japan for production of
Ball Bearing Cages and Pre-riveted Cages. Ever
since our inception, we have established our own
identity in the global market, catering to the ball
bearing and automotive industry. Apart from
supplying to major bearing companies such as
SKF, FAG, NPB, NSK, INCHI, TATA, NRB, SKF
SEALING SOLUTIONS, INA, etc. we are also
exporting bearing parts and auto parts to global
players across the world.

We have been recognized as ZERO defect
Quality and Best Class Delivery as a supplier
to SKF among all their global suppliers which has
given a good image to our product and
Indian engineering quality worldwide. Our
products such as Ball Bearing Cages and
Shields have not received any quality
compliant from any of our customers in last 20
years for dimensional defect. Developing
unique technologies, constantly improving the
manufacturing process and environment, every
day we strive to make our products with more
efficiency and sustainability. We have been setting
higher and higher targets each year and all of
us here at MANU have been working hard to
achieve them.

Our future plan is to seek exponential growth in
every endeavor, developing global relations & try
removing all the possible friction from this world
with our components.
process

Precision is everything. It allows the wings of a bird to open and get accurately synchronized at the moment of taking flight. Today’s automobile and machinery needs parts at the highest accuracy level— not just at the micron level but at the sub-micron level as well. At MANU quality control at all levels of the manufacturing plant is a culture. Customers can be rest assured and satisfied with our products meeting their defect-free supply requirement. Our components have around two decades of zero dimensional defect reports from all our customers.
› reach

Ever since our inception, we have established our own identity in the global market, catering to the ball bearing and automotive industry. Apart from supplying to major bearing companies, we are also exporting bearing parts and auto parts to global players across the world. We aim to seek exponential growth in every endeavor, developing global relations & try removing all the possible friction from this world with our components.

› indo-japan joint venture plant

TMKI Machine Parts (P) Ltd.

Manu Yantralaya Pvt. Ltd.

Setup a Joint venture with 2 Japanese companies TOHO Industries Co. Ltd. and Kohmei Co. Ltd. to manufacture polyamide components in Jaipur.
products

We have crafted various products with the constant development and support from our technical collaborators. Our products have created the niche for itself in the global market. Continuous efforts are made to increase the same by the adoption of latest technology.
awards

Achieving Energy Management System certification as per ISO 50001:2011 Certificate of Achievement by SKF

Mr. Ashish Bortha, Director MANU with Mr. Gajendra Singh Khinsar, Minister of Industries & Mr. Abhay Kumar, Commissioner of Industries, Govt. of Rajasthan speaking over Resurgent Rajasthan Partnership Summit at Hannover, Germany 2017

• Awarded ‘Best Supplier Worldwide’ by SKF

• Awarded ‘Outstanding Services’ by FAG

• Awarded ‘Outstanding Performance’ by FAG

• Awarded for ‘Outstanding Performance’ by FAG

2008

• Awarded ‘Best Supplier Worldwide’ by SKF

• Awarded ‘Certified Quality (CQ) Supplier’ by FAG

• Awarded ‘Direct On Line Supplier’ status by NBC

• Awarded ‘Best Supplier’ for Quality by FAG India for the year 2012

• Awarded ‘Best Supplier’ for Quality by FAG India for the year 2011

• Received ‘100 PPM Certificate’ from Hyundai Motors India after an Audit held with FAG Bearings India

CSR activity

We at MANU work towards creating a better world today and tomorrow by working for sustainable chain beyond our workplace.

Promoting Jaipur Foot

E-waste Collection Drive

Drive against Hunger

Tree Plantation outside Factory

Participation in Rally for River campaign

Polio Eradication Drive

Working towards the betterment of the larger society that we are part of

Blood Donation Drive

Drive against Female Foeticide
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